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ABSTRACT 
If 9 > 1, let .M(, denote the complex vector space whose elements are the 
complex-valued alternating q-linear functions on C”‘. If A E A,, , B E d, are decom- 
posable, then the classical Fischer inequality for partitioned positive semidefinite 
Hermitian matrices implies that 
( 1 
n L ’ [IA A Bf < llAf~ llBJ12. We show that this 
inequality holds if only one of A and B is decomposable or if A A B is decomposable. 
We introduce the concept of relative decomposability and show that the above 
inequality continues to hold if A is decomposable relative to B. Also, an example is 
presented to demonstrate that the above inequality does not hold in general. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
For positive integers m and n we let F(m, n) denote the vector space, 
over C, whose elements are the complex-valued n-linear functions on C”. 
Since m is to remain fixed, we simplify notation and set V = C” and 
Y(m, n) = Yn. The subspace of Z$ whose members are the alternating 
n-linear functions is denoted by xZ~. If A E Yn, then A E &” if and only if it 
is true that for each u E S,, the symmetric group on { 1,2,. . . , n }, and each 
sequence zi, za,. , . , z, of members of V we have 
sgn(u)A(~,(,,, z .,(~),..., z,(,)) = A(+ z2,..., q,), 
where sgn denotes the Signum character on S,. For u E S, and A E 9” we 
let A, denote the member of Yn such that A,(zi, z2,. . . , zn) = 
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A(G(l,~ 2,,(s) ,..., zocnJ) for each zi, .a2 ,..., Z, in V. Note that if u, T E S, 
then A,,, = (A,),. 
We may extend the canonical inner product ( , ) on V to Yn in the 
following way: if [e, }:l 1 is an orthonormal basis for V and A, B E z,, then 
let 
,I, 11, 
(A,B)= c c ... ? A(eq,,e,?,...,eq,,)B(eq,,eq?,...7e,,,) a 
y,=l q,=l Y,, = 1 
where the bar denotes complex conjugation. The sesquilinear form ( , ), as 
defined above, is independent of the orthonormal basis { e, } :‘L i. 
The orthogonal projection of Yn onto &,,, with respect to the inner 
product defined above, is the natural symmetrizer, 
S,(A)=(n!)-’ c sgn(a)A,. 
” E s,, 
Clearly, S,(A) = A if A E ._&,,. 
If A E z and B E q’,, then the tensor product of A and B, denoted by 
A@DB, is the member of Yn+, such that (A~B)(=;,,z,,...,z,+,)= 
A(z,,z, ,..., ~,)B(z,+i,z,+a ,..., z,+~) for each zi, ~a ,..., z,,+~ in V, and 
the skew product of A and B, denoted by A A B, is the orthogonal projection 
of A@B into &,,+,,. In other words A A B = S,( A@ B). Recall that A, = { 0) 
if r > m, while ,al,, is one dimensional. 
If x E V, then x * denotes the member of V * generated by x -i.e., 
x*(y)=(y,r)foreachy~V.Notethatthemapx+x* fromVtoV* is 
conjugate linear. 
A member D of ._&q is said to be decomposable if there exists vectors 
Xl> x a,..., X~ in V such that D = XT A xz A . . . A x:. It is well known (see 
the first chapter of [2]) that SB,,, contains only scalar multiples of the 
determinant function, which is decomposable, while each member of A,,,, i 
is also decomposable. For 2 < r < m - 2, ~72~ will in general contain nonde- 
composables. If xi, x2,. . . , x y are in V, then we will abuse notation on 
occasion and write xi A x2 A . . . A x4 instead of x: A x; A . . . A x:. 
If W is a subspace of V, and P,. denotes the orthogonal projection of V 
onto W, then we may extend P, to the spaces d(,: if D E -“, then 
Pw(D)(z,, ~a,..., zg) = D( P,(z,), Pw( z,), . , . , Pu7(z,)) for each 
zi, .z a,. , . , zq in V. The extension of P, is again an orthogonal projection. 
If { e, }y= i is an orthonormal basis for V, then { e, : a E I( m, 4)) -where 
I(m, q) denotes the set of all strictly increasing sequences of length o 
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each of whose terms is a member of { 1,2,. . . , m }, and e, denotes 
e,, A ea, A . . . A e,“- is an orthonormal basis for .ss!~, and ]]eJ2 = (Q!)-l. 
If y E V and D E .&‘q, o > 1, then by D(y) is meant the member of .z~?~_ 1 
such that if zl, .z2 ,..., zq_l are in V, then D(y)(z,, z2 ,..., z,_~)= 
D(z,, zs>.*.> Zg_l> Y). By N(D) is meant { y E V: D(y) = 0}, and Q( 0) 
denotes [N(D)] ‘. Similarly, if yi, yz, . . . , yk are in V, k < q, then 
(D(Y,, y,, . . . > Yk))(Zi’ 22,. . ., Z+J = D(z,, 22,. . . > Zq-k, yi, ys,. , . > Yk). If 
y E V, then by D[y] is meant the member of &q such that if zi, z2,. . . , zq 
are in V then D[y](.z,,z, ,..., z,)=(Pw(D))(zl, z2 ,..., z,), where W= 
{x E v: (2, y) = 0). 
General references on multilinear algebra are [l] and [2] (a two-volume 
set) and [33. 
2. THEOREMS AND PROOFS 
The main results are Theorems 1, 2, and 3. The relationship of these 
results to the Fischer inequality is discussed following the proof of Theorem 
1. The proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 depend on certain technical lemmas, 
whose statements are interspersed with the statements of the various theo- 
rems. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose B E .&p and W is a subspace of V of dimension d 
such that W 3 Q(B). Zf { ei}fz’=, is an orthonorrnal basis for W, then B is 
expressible as a linear combination of the members of { e, : a E I( d, p)}. 
Proof. Extend { ei }f= I to an orthonormal basis {e, }:L 1 for V. 
Then B=E aE I(,,,,b,e, for certain scalars b,, (Y E Z(m, p). Let J denote 
Z(m, p) - Z(d, p). Then B = C + D where C = CaEl(ri,pjb,e, 
and D = C,, ,b,e,. If QI E J then ei > d for some i; hence 0 = 
B(e,,, ea2,. . ., e,,)=C(e,,, em,,. . , e,,> + D(eal, e+.. ., e,,) = D(e,,, ea2,.. . T e,,> 
= (D, eDL, A em2 A . . . A err,) = b;(p!)-‘. Hence, b, = 0 for each (Y E J. n 
LEMMA 2. Zf B E _szZ, and y E V such that IIy(J = 1, then B = B[y]+ 
PB(Y)A Y *. Furthennure, B[y] is orthogonal to B(y) A y * and )I BJ12 = 
ll~[~lll~ + PIIB(Y)II~. 
Proof. Let { e, };=i be an orthonormal basis for V such that e, = y. Let 
Ji = Z(m - 1, p), and let J2 = Z(m, p) - J1. Then B = C + D A y*, where 
c=c OEl,bolea,A %,A .*. A e Llp and D=C,,,zb,e,,Ae,pA ..a Ae,_,, P 
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since cx E Jz implies (Y = m. Clearly, C(y) = D(y) = 0. Therefore, B( y ) = 
(D A y*)(y) = p-‘IIYIp2D = F’D. Also, B[Yl = C[yl+(D A Y *NY1 = C[Yl 
= C. This completes the proof. n 
LEMMA 3. If B E dP, then either B = 0 or dim(Q( B)) > p. Further- 
more, if B f 0, then dim(Q( B)) = p if and only if B is decomposable. 
Proof. Let k denote dim(Q( B)), and let { e, }:L i be an orthonormal 
basis for V such that { ei }k_i is an orthonormal basis for Q(B). Let J1 denote 
I( k, p) and Jz = I( m, p) - I( k, p). There exist scalars b,, 01 E I( m, p), such 
that B = C a E I(_ p,b,e, = C + D, where C = E, E I,b,e, and D = E, E ,zb,e,. 
By Lemma 1, D = 0. If k < p, then Z(k, p) = J1 is empty, so C = 0. There- 
fore, either B = 0 or k >, p. 
If k = p, then I( k, p) contains only one element, while D is still 0. 
Therefore B is decomposable. 
Conversely, suppose B # 0 and B = XT A xz A . .. A xp*, where 
Xi> X2’ * *. , xp are in V. Let W = Span{x,, x2,. . , xp}. Since B # 0, 
x1, x 2>“‘> xp are linearly independent, so dim(W) = p. If y E W I then 
B(y) = 0, so W L C N(B) and W 1 Q(B). If Q(B) were a proper subspace of 
W, then dim(Q( B)j < p and so B = 0 by the first part of the proof. Hence, 
Q(B) = W and dim(Q( B)) = p. w 
THEOREM 1. Zf A is a decomposable member of s?,, and B E LS’~, then 
i 1 n ; ’ IIA * Bl12 = l1412116v(B)l12~ where W= N(A). 
Proof. After certain preliminary definitions and observations the proof 
of this theorem reduces to a computation. 
Since A is decomposable, dim(Q( A)) = n. Let { ei }:L 1 be an orthonormal 
basis for V such that { e, }:= i is an orthonormal basis for Q(A). Let J denote 
the set of ah q E Z(m, n + p) such that qi = i for each 1~ i < n. Note that if 
q P J then (A A B)(e,) = 0. This follows because ej E N(A) if j > n. There- 
fore, I(Ar\ B112=(n+p)!C,,j I(A A B)(eq)12. Let G denote the set of all 
o E Sri+++ such that a({ 1,2,. . . , n})={l,2 ,..., n}. The map a-+(o,,u2), 
where ur denotes the restriction of u to { 1,2,. . . , n} and uz(i) = u(i + n) - n 
for each 1 < i < p, is an isomorphism from the group G to S, X S, such that 
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sgn(a) = sgn(al)sgn(a2). Note that if 9 E J then 
(A~B)(e40(l)‘e9~(2),...‘e40,n+p)) =O 
5 
unless CT E G. We now compute 
(IA A Bl12 =b + P>! c [(A * B)(e,) 1’ 
4EI 
= [(fz-tp)!] -l c c sgn(u)(A~B)(eq~l,,,eq~(zl’...,eq~(”+p, 
4EI o=s,+, )I2 
= [b+ PN -’ C C sgn(u)(A~~)(eq~~ll,eqo(2,‘...‘eq.(n+pl 
qEI OGG )I  
= [(n + p)!] -’ C C sgn(ul)sgn(o,)A(eq~,,,,~...,eq~,i",) 
qEJ OEG 
= [(n + p)!] -l c 1 c sgn(u)A(e,~,,,,...,e,~,~~) I2 
4EI L-f+=& 
x c sgn(~)B(eqr(,)+nl,...,eq~(p,+, 
7 E s, )I2 
= [(n + P)!] -’ c IA(eq,,eq*,...,eq”)121B(eq”+,,eq.+,~...,c;”+~)12 
4EJ 
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COROLLARY 1. If A is a decomposable member of &” and B E zZ~, then 
with equality if and only if Q(B) c N(A). 
Proof. Since IIPW(B)II < IlBll [where W = N(A)], the inequality clearly 
holds. Furthermore, 
i 1 nfP IIA~~l12=llAl1211Bl12 
ifandonlyifP,(B)=BandP,(B)=BifandonlyifQ(B)cN(A). n 
COROLLARY 2 (Fischer inequality). Suppose M is a positive semidefinite 
Hermitian matrix, A is an n X n matrix, B is a p X p matrix, and C is an 
n x p matrix such that 
MzA ’ 
[ 1 C* B’ 
Then det( M) G det( A)det( B), with equality if and only if C = 0 or 
det( A)det( B) = 0. 
There are many known proofs of this inequality. See [l, Chapter 2, 
Section 41 or [4, Chapter 9, Section C]. 
The Fischer inequality is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 once 
certain observations have been made. If Q is an r x r positive semidefinite 
Hermitian matrix and s > r, then there exist vectors x1, x2,. . . , x, in C” such 
that Q = [(xi, xi)]. So 
det(Q) = C SW(u) iIfIl (xi, x,(i)). 
0 E s, 
If we let A denote XT A rz A . . . A x,? and zr, z2,. . . , z, are in C”, then 
A(z,, ~a>...> z,)=(r!)~l~OEs sgn(a)rIi=, (z,,(~,, ri). Let { ei}f=r be an or- 
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thonormal basis for C”. Now. 
I(A(12 = (A, A) = (A, S,,(x:Bx,*@ . . . @x:)) 
= (A,x:@x,*@ ... 8x;) 
=k k *.. i A(eq,,eq2,...,eq,) fi (e,,,xi) 
q,=l q2=1 Q, = 1 i=l 
s s s T 
=(r!)-l C C .a. C 1 w(a) n(e 
i=l 
qvc,,“i> Ceq,y ‘i> 
q,=l qz=l q, = 1 0 E s, 
r s 
=(r!)-’ C w(a) II C 
0 E s, i=l 
(xi~eq,>(e q,“o(iJ) 
(I, = 1 
= tr!) -’ C w(a) I-I ( i? * x x,&=(r!)-‘det(Q). 
0 E s, i=l 
Therefore, det(Q) = r!(]A]]‘. 
Suppose 
Ml, Ml2 
M= M 
[ 1 21 M72 
is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix, M,, is n X n, and M,, is p X p. 
Let ~1,x2,...,x,+p be members of Cnip such that M = [(xi, xi)]. Let 
A = x: A xg *. . A xz, and let B = r,*+r A . . . A SC,*+,. Then, det(M) = 
(n + p)!]]A A B]12 < ~!P!]]A(]~]]B]]~ = det(M,,)det(M,,), since both A and 
B are decomposable. This proves the inequality. 
For equality to result it is necessary and sufficient that Q(B) c N(A), by 
Corollary 1. Since Q(B)=Span({x,+,,xn+2r...r~n+p}) (see Lemma3) and 
N(A) is the orthogonal complement of Span{ xl, x2,. . . , xn}, the condition for 
equalityissimplythat(xi,~j)=Owhenever1~i~nandn+l~j~n+p, 
unless either A = 0 or B = 0, in which case det( M,,)det( M,,) = 0. 
COROLLARY 3 (Generalized Fischer inequality: matrix version). Suppose 
P is an m x n complex matrix and each of Ql, Q2,, . . , Qk is a complex m X p 
matrix, where n + p < m. Then 
8 
Furthermore, 
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d det(P*P). xdet(Qi*Qj), i, j 
with equality if and only if either P *Qj is the zero matrix for each 
or det(P *P)-&, jdet(Qi*Qj) = 0. 
Proof. Note that if k = 1, then Corollary 3 reduces to Corollary 2. Let 
the columns of P be xi, x2 ,..., x,, and for each 1~ i < k let the columns of 
Qi be ~1,) yzr)...) ypi. Let A denote x: A xz A .. . A xz, and for each 
l<i<k let Bi denote YEA yzr\ ... A yti. Let B=C:=,B,. Since A is 
decomposable, we have 
bycorollary l.Now, ]]AAB]]2=(AAB,AAB)=Ci,j(AABi,AABj). 
Computations similar to those presented in the proof of Corollary 2 demon- 
strate that 
while n!]]A(]‘= det(P*P) and p!]]B]]2 = p!Ci, j(Bi, Bj) = C,,j det(Qi*Qj). 
Therefore, 
Clearly, equality holds (in the second inequality) if P *Qj = 0 for each j or if 
det(P *P) .x3,, j det(Qi*Qj) = 0. Suppose conversely that equality holds. Then 
we must have 
! 1 n ; ’ IIA A Bl12 = llAl1211~l12~ 
This can occur only if Q(B) c N(A). If A = 0 or B = 0 [in which case 
N(A) = Vor Q(B) = (0) respectively] then det(P *P)-Xj, jdet(QTQj) = 0. If 
neither A = 0 nor B = 0, then Q(B) c N(A) implies that (x,, y,,) = 0 for 
each I < r < n, 1~ s < p, and 1~ Q < k. This implies P *Qj = 0 for each 
l<j<k. I 
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LEMMA 4. ZfA~.zz’,, BE&~, and y=V, then (n+p)(A~ B)(Y)= 
( - l)%A(y) A Z3 + pA A B(y). 
Proof. This identity holds because for fixed y the map D + D(y) is an 
antiderivation in the exterior algebra. See [3, p. 1441 for a proof. n 
LEMMA 5. ZfA E -pP,, BE -“,, and Q(A) c N(B), then 
Proof. Since Q(A) c N(B) = [Q(B)] I, Q(A) and Q(B) are orthogonal. 
Let s = dim(Q( A)) and t = dim(Q(B)). Let {e, }r=i be an orthonormal basis 
for V such that {e,};= 1 is an orthonormal basis for Q(A) and { ei}iLf+ i is an 
orthonormal basis for Q(B). If i > s + t then (A A B)( ei) = 0 (see Lemma 4); 
hence A A B is representable using only the vectors e,, e2,. . . , e,, t. Let Zi 
denote Z(s, n), and let J2 denote the set of all strictly increasing sequences of 
length p each of whose terms is a member of { s + 1, s + 2,. . . , s + t }. There 
exist scalars a,, cx E Zi, and bp, j3 E 12, such that A = C, E ,I a,e, and 
B=C PE,Z baep. If a, 6 E Ji and p, y E Js, then e, A eB is orthogonal to 
e, A ev as long as either OL # 6 or p # y. Therefore, if OL # 6, then e, A B is 
orthogonal to e, A B. We now compute 
([AA Bl12= c a,e,A B 
II /I 
2= 1 l~,A211% A Bl12 
a E r, a fz I, 
Now, 
Ilea A Bl12 = (n i “) -111%l1211PdB) 12> 
where W denotes the orthogonal complement of the subspace of V spanned 
by e,,, em,, . . . , earn. But Q(B) is a subset of the orthogonal complement of the 
subspace of V spanned by eal, eaz,. . . , can for each a E Zi. Therefore, P,(B) 
= B for each (Y E _Zi. Continuing from above, 
lIA~~II=(n;p) -111Bl12- a~,,l~a1211e,l12 = (n i “) -11141211Bl12~ . 
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DEFINITION. Suppose W is a subspace of V. If A E x2,,, then A is said 
to be decomposable with respect to W if for each integer i such that 
O<i<nitistruethatif yi,ys ,..., y,areinW’,thenPw(A(y,,y, ,..., y,)) 
is decomposable. 
If A = XT A x; A . . . A x:, then A is decomposable with respect to 
W=Span{x,,r,,..., x, } or any subspace of V that contains W. 
Suppose A = e: A es* + ea* A e4*. If x = (xi, x2, x3, x4)r E V, then A(x) 
= $(x,e: - xae:) + i(x3e4* - x,e,*), so A(x) = 0 if and only if - x,e,+ 
xies - x4e3 + xse, = 0, a condition that is satisfied if and only if x = 0. 
Therefore, dim( N( A)) = 0, so A is not decomposable. But A is decomposable 
with respect to Span{ e,, es} and Span{ es, e,}, as is easily seen. 
LEMMA 6. Zf W is a subspace of V, A E &” is decomposable with 
respect to W, and y is a nonzero member of W ‘, then both A(y) and A[ y] 
are decomposable with respect to W. 
Proof. If 0 < i < n - 1 and zi, zs, . . . , zi are in W L , then 
P,(A(z,, zs,..., zi, y)) is decomposable, since y also is in W I. But 
P,(A(z,, zs,..., zi> y))=P,(A(y)(z,> z2,.**> zi)). Hence A(y) is decom- 
posable with respect to W. 
Considering A[y], let Y = {z E V: (a, y) = O}. Since y E W ‘, we must 
have YIW and P,oP,=P,oP,=P,. If O<i<n and zi,z2,...,zi 
are in WL , then P,(A[y](z,, z2,. . . , zi)) = I’,. 
PAA(PAz~> P,(z,), . . . > f’y(zi))) = Pw(A(J’Jz,L P,(z2), * * * 1 Pi))* 
Note that if z E W ’ and w E W then 0 = (z, w) = (z, PY( w)) = 
(PY(Z), w). so w L is invariant under P,. Therefore each of 
P,(z,),P,(z,),...,P,(zi)isinWI,soP,(A(P,(z,),P,(z,),...,P,(zi)))is 
decomposable. n 
DEFINITION. If A E ~4” and B E .J&‘~, then A is said to be decompos- 
able with respect to B if there exists a subspace W of V such that W I, Q(B) 
and A is decomposable with respect to W. 
THEOREM 2. Zf A E -pP,, B E .&,,, and A is decomposable with respect to 
B, then 
( 1 n ; ’ IIA A Bl12 G llAl1211Bl12 
with equality if Q(A) c N(B). 
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Proof. That 
((A A B]12 = J]A]]2](B(]2 if Q(A) c N(B) 
is Lemma 5. We consider the inequality. 
Let W denote a subspace of V, containing Q(B), with respect to which A 
is decomposable. Let {e, }y! 1 be an orthonormal basis for V such that 
{ ei }y=-ik is an orthonormal basis for W. We define subspaces W,, W,, . . . , W, 
of V such that Wi=Span{e,,es,...,e,_k+i} for each Ogi<k. Thus 
W, = W and W, = V. Also, W,, C W, C . . ’ C Wk. We define subspaces 
x;, x;, x; ,..., X; of JzZ,, such that if DE.&,, then DEX: if and only if 
Q( 0) c Wi. In other words, Xr is the set of all D E JZ?~ such that D is 
expressible in terms of the functionak e: , e,* , . . . , e,*- k + i. That Xr is a linear 
subspace of V follows from Lemma 1. 
If DE Xr, and y denotes em_k+i, then D(y))(z) = - D(z))(y) = 0 for 
each z E W, 1 c N(D), while D(y))(y) = 0. Hence, N( D( y)) 3 Wi?l and 
Q(D(Y)) c wi-12 so D(Y)E X:--l’. Ah (D[yl)(y)= 6, so Y E ND[yl), 
whileif ZEW~‘, then z isorthogonal to y, so(D[y])(z)=P,(D(z))=O, 
since W, 1 c N(D). Therefore, N(D[y]) 3 Will, Q(D[y]) C Wi_l, and so 
D[y] E X:-i. 
The proof involves induction on i. If i = 0 then Q(A) C W, so Pw( A) = A, 
in which case decomposability of A with respect to B simply implies that A 
is decomposable. The inequality 
i 1 n ; ’ IIA A Bl12 G l141211Bl12 
then holds because of Theorem 1. 
Suppose the theorem holds true for each n and p as long as i < d, where 
d 2 1. Suppose A E Xi, and let y denote e,,_k+d. We have 
IIA A Bl12 = \I( A A B)[Y] ]12+(n + p)]](A * B)(Y) 11’ 
=]IA[YIAB[Y]]~~ 
+(n+p) (-I)‘-&A(Y)AB+-&AAE(Y) /I I/ 
2 
(see Lemmas 2 and 4). Since Q(B) c W and y E W ’ c N(B), we have 
B(y) = 0 and B[ y] = B. Therefore, 
IIA A Bl12 = IIA[Y] * Bl12 + [n”/b + dl IINY) A Bl12. 
By Lemma 6, both A[ y] and A(y) are decomposable with respect to W. By 
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the above comments we know that A(y) E Xi:: and A[y] E Xi_ 1. The 
induction hypothesis then implies 
Combining these inequalities with the equality JJA A B(12 = \(A[y] A B((’ + 
[n”/(n + p)llA(y)r\ Bll’, we see that 
= ( n z “) ~111BI12( IIA[yl li2+ *liA(y)i12] 
= n+?J p1 
i 1 n llAl1211Bl12. 
n 
THEOREM 3. lfAE&',, andBEdP, then 
if either A, B, or A A B is decomposable. 
Proof. If either A or B is decomposable, then the inequality holds by the 
second corollary to Theorem 1. 
Suppose A A B is decomposable, and let x T A xz A . . . A x,*,, be 
members of V such that A A B = XT A xz A . . . A xz+ p. We may assume 
A A B # 0, since the inequality obviously holds in this case. If A A B # 0, 
then x1, x2,. . . , x,,+~ are linearly independent. Let W denote 
Span{ x1, x2,. . . , x,+,}, and let ( ei}>n=l be an orthonormal basis for V such 
that { ei }:zp is an orthonormal basis for W. 
Since (A A B)(ej) = 0 if j > n + p, we have 
IIA A Bl12=(n+ P)!](AA B)(el,e2,...,e,,,)12 
= [(n + p)!] -’ .,$ sgn(o) (A@BB).(e,Pe2T..., en+P III. 
“+P 
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If U,T E Sn+p, then declare u--7 if 0({1,2 ,..., n})=r({1,2 ,..., n}). 
Clearly - is an equivalence relation on S, + p having 
equivalence classes, which we denote by G,, G,, . . . , G,, each of which has 
n!p! elements. Let ui denote the member of Gi that is increasing on 
{1,2,..., n} and {n+l,n+2,..., n + p }. Let H denote the subgroup of 
S ,+,consistingofallh~S,+~suchthat h({1,2 ,..., n})={1,2 ,..., n}.The 
group H is isomorphic to S, x S,, and for each u E Gi there exists a unique 
= [(n + p)!] -’ c sgn(u)(A~~).(e,,e,,...,e,+, 
oEs”+” )I2 
f c sgn(a)(A~B).(e,,e,,...,e,+,) 2 
i=l oEG, 
= [(n + p)!] -’ 
h, E Hi such that u = ui 0 h,. 
From above we have IIA A B1j2 
= [(n + p)!] -’ fJ C sgn(aioh)(A~B),,.h(e,,e2,...,e,+,) 
i=l hCH 
2 
= [(n+p)!] -l(n!~!)~ f sgn(ui)(A@B),,(el,e2,...,e,,+,) 2, 
i==l 
since sgn(h) P,(A@B) = A@B and IH( = n!p!. We may apply the Cauchy- 
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Schwartz inequality: 
[(n + p)!] -‘(n!p!)’ f sgn(ai)(A~B),(e,,e,,...,e,+,) 2 
i=l 
Q [(n+ P>!] -‘(n!p!j2 2 IA(e,,(l,,...,e~,~,,12 
i=l 
x i~l/B(e,,in+l,....~e~,~~+,,)12 
= 
n+p -l 
( 1 n l141211W 
n 
COROLLARY 4. Zf AEd,,, BE.&~, and n+p=m or n+p=m-1, 
then 
( 1 n ; ’ IV * Bl12 =s l141211Bl12~ 
Proof. It is known that each member of Js, _ 1 is decomposable (see the 
first chapter of [2]), while ~4~ contains only multiples of the determinant 
function, which is of course decomposable. n 
COROLLARY 5. ZfAEd,,, BE&~, and dim(Q(Ar\ B)) equals n+p 
orn+p+l, then 
Proof. The hypotheses imply that A A B is decomposable. 
The following example demonstrates that the inequality 
W 
( 1 n ‘n ’ IIA A Bl12 Q llAl12. llBl12 
does not hold in general. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the case n = p = 2. If A, B E d2, then there exist 
scalars a i j, 16 i < j G m, and b,,, 
eiand B=E:,,, 
l<r<s<m,suchthat A=CicjaijeiA 
b,,e, A es, where { e, } T= i is an orthonormal basis for V. Since 
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llei A ej/12 = 2-l whenever i # j, we have llAll’= 2-‘Xi, jlaijj2 and jlBj12 = 
221C,,xIb,,12.Let .ZdenoteZ(m,4).ThenA~B=C~,,c(i)e,,~e~~~e,~A 
e,,, where 
c(i> = aili,bi,3i, + ai,3i,bi,i,- ui,i,3bi2i, 
- ai,i,bili3+ ai,ilbt2il+ ai,*,hili4 for each i E J. 
If A = B then A A B = 2Ci,,d(i)e,, A eiz A ei3 A eil, where d(i) = ~~,,~~a+, 
- u~,~,u~,~, + aili,uizi, for each i E J. Then [IA A AlI2 = 6-‘Ci,,ld(i)(2, 
since lie,, A ei2 A ein A ei4(12 = 24-l. 
Since 
A= B and = 6, 
the comparison is between 6llA A AlI2 = Xi E, Id(i and 4-‘(Ci < j 1~~~1~)~. 
Let uij = ( - 1)” for each pair (i, j) such that 1~ i < j < 6. If the sequence 
zr, is, i,, i, alternates parity, even-odd-even-odd or odd-even-odd-even, then 
Id(i)/ = 3; otherwise Id(i)1 = 1. Since 6 of the 15 members of J alternate 
parity, we have Ei,,ld(i)12= Clearly, Ci<jluij12= 15 
and 63 > 225/4. The inequality IIA A Bl12 < I(A~~2~~B~~2 is therefore 
false in this case. 
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